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Evidence for nucleon pair breaking even in the coldest scission configurations of 234U and 236U C. Signarbieux Résumé . 2014 Les rendements des masses des fragments primaires, mesurés pour les valeurs les plus élevées de l'énergie cinétique libérée dans la fission de 233U et 235U induite par neutrons thermiques, ne révèlent aucune préférence pour les fragmentations en deux noyaux de masse paire. Nos données suggèrent en outre que le méca-nisme de brisure de paires interviendrait avant la scission, ce qui revient à dire que la fission à basse énergie serait un processus fortement dissipatif. Abstract. 2014 Primary fragment mass yields, measured at the highest values of the kinetic energy released in the thermal neutron induced fission of 233 U and 235U, do not reveal any preference for splits into two even-mass nuclei. Moreover our data suggest that the mechanism of pair breaking would take place before scission, namely that the low energy fission would be a strongly dissipative process. [1] . The preference for the formation of even-Z fragments has also been observed for any selected value of the kinetic energy of the fragments [2] . These experimental facts have been interpreted as being an indication that the superfluidity of these fissioning systems, known to be completely paired at the saddle point, could be partially preserved until their scission into two fragments [3] [4] [5] [6] . In [8] . Briefly, the method is the following : let mi, vi, eb Ii represent respectively the mass, velocity, kinetic energy and flight-path length of the ith fragment (i which, using the linear momentum conservation law, becomes :
It can be noted that, for a fixed e,, the values taken by AT constitute a discrete set corresponding to the discrete values of the primary mass ratio. Thus, the time-of-flight spectrum plays the role of a mass spec-trometer. As discussed in our previous paper [8] figure 1 by the values of the heavy fragment mass, has been established without ambiguity by two independent experimental procedures : the first is the conventional mass calculation from kinetic energies of both fragments [9] ; the second consists of identifying the peak at AT = 0 for which mz = ~' m1 2 (see eq. (1)), by adjusting carefully the 11/12 ratio. It is to note another feature of the experiment : the three parameters AT, el, eZ, when associated with the mass and linear momentum conservation relationships, constitute an overdetermined set [10] , which allows any false events (due for instance to pile-up in detectors) to be eliminated by means of an ulterior coherence test.
The data analysis consisted in comparing the relative yields of fragmentations into even and odd masses for the highest values of the total kinetic energy release. Such a comparison is not without ambiguity because the yield for a given mass-ratio contains an implicit integration over the charge-ratio distribution and depends also on the available energy of the system at the moment of scission (namely the total minus the deformation energy). In order to overcome the abovementioned difficulties, we determined for each massratio the maximum value of the total kinetic energy-TKEMAX-at which the fission yield becomes equal to zero. One would expect that, at such an extreme value, the charge ratio corresponding to the highest possible Q-value would be selected and that all the energy of the system would be frozen in deformation [11] . As shown later on, these assumptions are indeed confirmed by our data.
It turned out that the TKEMAX values could be easily determined because the fission yields decrease rapidly with increasing TKE (1) so that the differential uncertainty for two adjacent mass-ratios is less than 0.5 MeV. On the other hand, the error on the absolute values, which depends critically on the calibration method used [9] , is estimated to be around 2-3 MeV. In figure 2 the TKEMAX values are plotted as a function of the mass-ratio, specified here by the heavy fragment mass. For comparison, the two highest Q-values corresponding, for each mass-ratio, to two different charge-ratios are also shown (these Q-values have been calculated from the mass table of reference [12] ).
As figure 1 shows, fragmentation into odd masses is about as probable as into even masses, but this is clearly demonstrated in figure 2 : in the full range of mass fragmentation and, although the total excitation e) Although this cannot be shown in the present experiment, due to the energy resolution of the detectors used, we feel that the TKEMAX value actually corresponds to a cut-off in the yield (and not to an evanescent tail of the TKE distribution). 
